GIVE STUDENTS A COMPETITIVE EDGE DURING CAREER PLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
ACCESS TO THE MOST CURRENT HEADCOUNT STATISTICS, LEGAL NEWS AND INDUSTRY TRENDS

From new hires to practice area expansions, ALM RivalEdge keeps you current on news relevant to your alumni and law students. Be the first to access pertinent, inside information that puts your students and your school on the leading edge of industry knowledge. The ALM RivalEdge current awareness tool monitors countless law firms, news and social media websites to capture up-to-the-minute information on law firms that matter most to you. ALM RivalEdge can be used to pull valuable information instantly about moves within firms, future events and publications as well as send news alerts about firms of interest straight to your inbox, thereby eliminating countless hours of research.

Match Your Students to the Firms of Their Choice
- Match students with firms seeking to hire by their practice area and expertise
- Track firms daily to gain insights on current hiring trends and career development
- Gain insights into firm's management and staffing structures
- Utilize weekly reports to track alumni as they move or get promoted
- Update curriculum and stay knowledgeable on future industry trends by monitoring new and event topics

Eliminate Countless Hours of Research
- Pull instant data on law firm expansion in seconds and predict new job openings
- Get daily email alerts that keep you informed about law firms of interest
- Automatically send results regarding a specified firm, practice group or lateral move to your career development office or alumni
- Let ALM RivalEdge's sophisticated algorithm filter through the array of big data so all you have to do is pull one simple report

Learn More. Schedule a Demo Today.

rivaledge.com
866-866-8677
rivaledge@alm.com